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Impersonator Tutorial 

Introduction 

As before I think it helps to have an example conversation system in mind when we’re developing.  

Clearly there are a wide variety of conversation systems available.  Here are a couple of examples: 

 

Conversation systems are often done pretty poorly in games.  It’s a difficult problem: How do we give 

the player the freedom of choice of a dynamic conversation but still hold them onto our pre-defined 

path in the game? 

There is lots of discussion on good and bad conversation systems in games: 

gamasutra.com/features/game_design/19990115/remodeling_01.htm 

www.rampantgames.com/blog/2006/04/rpg-conversation-redesign.html 

In the end I decided to recreate a version from an RPG that is simple but works pretty well – Baldur’s 

Gate: Dark Alliance 2.  You can work off any conversation system you like (or invent your own – perhaps 

this is something you should revisit in your ARP in the final year).  In Dark Alliance 2, you go up to a 

character in the game and interact with them to begin the conversation.  They trigger off different 

conversations using a simple talk tree and are essentially the ‘Quest Giver’, they drive the story 

onwards. 

The screen shots below show the conversations in progress. 
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Conversation System Description 

I started by recording and analyzing the Conversation System from Baldur’s Gate. 

• The quest characters are stationary. 

• When you interact with the NPC you switch from your 3
rd

 person view to a fixed camera. 

• The player’s pawn is hidden 

• Player input is forwarded on to the Conversation System. 

• The NPC plays random animations while they are standing there (from a bank of idles) 

• The player has facial animation and voice recordings. 

• The player is presented with a number of simple text choices. 

o No audio is played to represent the player characters choice. 

• At the end of the conversation, (optionally a quest is given) and the game returns to the 

standard camera mode. 

Initial Thoughts 

From looking at the Conversation System, it appears that all of these steps could be recreated with 

UT2K4 using Impersonator and the CSDTalk system. 

Source Material 

In order to test create and test our Conversation System, I needed a short sequence from the book to 

work.  I am using a section where the FF speak to the Blacksmith in order to advance the plot. 

Blacksmith from Mystery Moor 

I doubt you’ll find it too difficult to locate videos on youtube or the audio tapes for your particular 

FamousFive adventure.  I’m working from the TV series from 1978.  There is not too much background 

noise, so most of the audio is pretty usable in its current format. 

The BlackSmith audio is taken from (starting at It starts at 1m15s): 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ey2KuDfBSI 

The audio tape is available on youtube too: 
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uk.youtube.com/watch?v=rmLZFH9o9pw 

I simply set up Audacity to record everything that is coming out of the PC speakers and then cut 

individual sections that I plan to use: 

 

You can then import these into an Unreal package, giving me a MysteryMoor.uax package of 1.7MB 

(although I compressed them before importing them).  These files are up on Blackboard for you to take a 

look at. 

Original Audio 

Note: The real problem is whether these samples match up to exactly what you need in your game.  

Normally a script would be written for our character and then a voice actor would record the exact 

audio we require.  You may actually find it easier to record the audio yourself by yourself or with friends. 

An alternative (if you don’t want to use your own voice in the game) is to try out some ‘Text to Speech’ 

software.  There is a free version at: 

free-translator.imtranslator.net/speech.asp 

It’s a bit mechanical – but might be a starting point. 

Impersonator 

The next step is to get the Impersonator system up and running.   

“Impersonator is a facial animation solution integrated with Unreal Tournament 2004. It allows 

you to create realistic talking characters by analyzing audio WAV files. You can use 3D Studio 

Max or Maya to create bone poses that determine how your character will talk. You can create 

poses for normal or expressive talking. Once you have your poses set up, you can apply them to 

your character directly from UnrealEd, where you can also analyze WAV files and watch your 

character talk. If you would like to tweak the animation, or add curves to control your expression 

pose sets, you can use Impersonator Studio. “ 

It is already installed in the labs, but you can obtain your own copy from our UT2K4 resources on the S: 

drive. 

Here’s an example of it in action (Classic Abbot and Costello ‘Whos on first’ Routine in UT2K4): 

unreal.epicgames.com/files/whosonfirst.wmv 
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Characters 

In order to get a character working with the Impersonator system we need the character to have set up 

with 19 different facial targets.  The Impersonator can then tween these frames to make the character 

speak. 

 

The instructions for doing this are in the Impersonator documentation.  It takes some time, but from 

within Max / Maya you create these poses and output a LBP (Lip-synch Bone Pose) file.  For now I will 

use an existing character who has this set up. 

If you look in the Characters directory, you’ll see there is Brock, Chris and then a number of characters 

used in the intro to UT2K4.  The issue with most UT characters is they carry a gun by default so they’re 

not that suitable for our FF mod.  I choose to use the Intro_Malcom character. 

 

Start up UnrealEd and open Intro_Malcom from the Animation Browser (intro_malcom.utx) 

Now go into the Impersonator Browser and you should be able to select the Intro_Malcom 

character.  You can choose to blend animations from Impersonator (those that affect his face) with 

standard animations.  Some of these existing animations cause Malcom to move around the level (which 

makes sense during the intro video).  You’ll probably want to choose animations that have him 

stationary.  Malcom_Look is a good starting point.   

If you double-click on the existing sounds then you can see Malcom look around the room, while saying 

his bit.  You should notice that he is reasonably lip-synced. 
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Note: It’s possible to add your own animations to Malcom but it’s not straight forward.  With a bit of 

work it is possible to get animations from another character working with him.  It requires an identical 

skeleton to do this and probably a bit of playing around in Max.  If you get this working – share it with 

the group. 

Adding your own audio files 

I’ll assume that you already have a Sound Package from completing the earlier tutorial.  Make sure you 

have opened this in UnrealEd recently.  This will allow you to access it from Impersonator.   

From the menu choose: 

Tools�Generate Lipsync Animation 

Select your .wav file and then fill in the options: 
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My sound package is MysteryMoor.uax and I’ve chosen to add some text.  It’s not absolutely 

necessary but this text can help Impersonator with the lipsyncing process.  (If you imported the sound 

files earlier on, then you don’t need to do that again.  However you will need to tie the lipsync up with 

the sound file – see properties) 

Once it has finished processing you should be able to play your new Lipsync animation and Sound file 

together.  So he might not look too much like a blacksmith but at least we have lipsyncing. 

 

BTW:  If you’re not happy with the lipsyncing then you can always edit this lipsync animation from 

within the full Impersonator software.  You can then work on it outside of UnrealEd 

I’ll leave you to add further sound effects and lipsyncing. 

Make sure you save the controller when you quit. 

Getting this working in-game 

We’ve got a few options on where we go next: 

• Create a character who stands around and mumbles 

• Create a character who is triggered off to say things 

• Create a character who can be interacted with using our CSDTalk system 

Character who stands around and mumbles 

StandingGuy: 

I created a new class called StandingGuy that inherits directly from Pawn.  He simple stands around 

and randomly triggers off the idle animations 

    idleAnims[0] = "idleBreathe" 

    idleAnims[1] = "idleGloves" 

    idleAnims[2] = "idleknuckles" 

    idleAnims[3] = "idleNeck" 

    idleAnims[4] = "idleNose" 

    idleAnims[5] = "idleScratch" 

    idleAnims[6] = "idleStretch" 
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Hints: 

I set up an auto state called idle 

Inside this I had two functions: 

 BeginState()  

sets up the character and triggers off a default animation using: 

   PlayAnim(defaultIdleAnim,,0.25); 

 

 simulated event AnimEnd( int Channel ) 

  randomly picks and animation from the array and plays that 

 

This worked pretty well, but I found my character was animating a bit too frequently.  So, my code got a 

little more complicated as I play the defaultIdleAnim a random number of times before choosing 

one of the other idles. 

StandingLipSincGuy: 

Next I inherited a new class from the original and added the lipsync functionality. 

defaultIdleAnim = "malcom_look" 

idleAnims[0] = "malcom_button_cyc" 

Hints: 

 I use the same functions as in StandingGuy. 

 The two useful functions are: 

  IsPlayingLIPSincAnim() 

  PlayLipSincAnim(…) 

With a bit of playing around I expect you can get a character up and running without too much trouble.  

Although as with everything in Unreal it is a bit ‘fiddly’ so it will probably take you some time – but you 

will get there. 

Character who stands around and mumbles 

It’s not a huge leap now to creating a character who is triggering by an event.  Perhaps when you walk 

into a location for the first time, our NPC says something.   
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We could even extend the automatic clue system that we discussed in the lecture last week to use an 

NPC to give out help.  For example, if you go up to the NPC and select USE then you can trigger off the 

random help.  This time the system has improved slightly, instead of grabbing a string from the item that 

contains a clue to its location, it would have a reference to the LipSinc anim to play. 

Triggering off in CSDTalk (Full Conversation System) 

This is quite advanced and will require you to edit the CSDTalk source.  (Before you start this, delete 

the CSDTalk.u file from your system directory so that it is recompiled) 

I have extended my CSDTalk system so that it accepts input from the joypad and triggers off 

Impersonator Lipsyncing.   

You can even alter the layout of the CSDTalk system so that its presentation is more suitable for our FF 

game.  The easiest way to do this is to turn off as much of the background as possible in the GUI, so that 

you are only left with the text.  Just like our target conversation system. 

As fantastic as this would be working in your game – I only expect the top few students to attempt this. 

Advanced 

Install impersonator directly into your MyMod directory instead of into UT2K4.  This will make it a lot 

easier when you give your TC to others. 

Other References: 

udn.epicgames.com/Two/ImpersonatorUserGuide.html 

udn.epicgames.com/Two/ImpersonatorHeadRigging.html 

Who’s on First tutorial (See S drive) 


